REPO SYSTEMS
Facts & Information

"Gotcha!"

Mobile Applications
• You can create optimized routes with several different filters, including a filter by Client or Lienholder.

• Automatic updates of the address visit to assure the agents were there with GPS location and date and time stamp of the visit.

• Drivers are notified of an opportunity from the Hotlist within an approximate 1 mile radius of a potential repossession.

• Notification details of the opportunity when the agent is within an approximate 250 feet of the opportunity. Will display the unit details so that the agent can visualize what they are looking for.
Repo Agent

A rich set of mobile utilities to help you manage your repossession assignments while in the field.

- Search accounts
- Update accounts
- Upload images to the accounts
PlateTrax Mobile App

Need to physically be able to locate where a vehicle has been or currently is?

PlateTrax can help Lenders, Recovery Agents, Title Loan Companies, Bail Bonds, Private Investigators, Skip Tracers and Law Enforcement with a HISTORY of where a vehicle may have been.

PlateTrax was developed to assist those in the collateral recovery industry in locating assets that they are currently looking for, i.e. BOLO’s or “be on the look out”.